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 Mississippi Balance of State CoC #EndThis – Taskforce to End Veterans Homelessness in the BoS 

Coordinated Entry Systems Committee Meeting Minutes 

 

February 16, 2018 

10:00 a.m. MUTEH, Inc.  

201 West Capitol Street, Suite 800 

Jackson, MS 39201 

 

Attendees: Matt Buckley (Soldier On), Amy Lyon (Oak Arbor), Chamon Williams (Catholic 

Charities), Reginald Glenn (Mississippi BoS CoC Coordinator), Tamara Stewart (MUTEH, Inc.), 

Bethany Latham (MUTEH, Inc.), and Ledger Parker (MUTEH, Inc.). 

 

Also present: Fon James (CANVAS Powered by MUTEH, Inc.) and Amanda McDonald as taker of 

minutes. 

 

Call to Order: Ledger Parker called the meeting to order. 

 

CANVAS: L. Parker introduced F. James and the CANVAS program. They are a team of four (and 

hiring) who are doing a lot of work for the HIV/AIDS population in the City of Jackson—the fourth 

highest rate of HIV/AIDS among gay, African-American males in the U.S. It functions under a 

$1.5million grant.  

 

F. James explained that CANVAS provides housing assistance for people with HIV/AIDS in the counties 

of Hinds, Rankin, Copiah, and Simpson. In order to receive services, clients must provide HIV+ 

verification, be at or below 80% for the area median income ($34,000 for a household of 1), and exhibit a 

hardship.  

 

F. James shared that CANVAS served a Veteran this past week. Their goal is to continue ramping up the 

program and get the word out about CANVAS. They are passing out cards that include program details 

and start-up information (security deposit plus first month’s rent). CANVAS helps the HIV/AIDS 

population gain housing so the individuals can then focus on their health. A focus of the case managers is 

to increase the client’s income which will allow the client to be able to sustain themselves.  

 

CANVAS began in mid-October, and has served about 26 clients so far. The funds can be used for 

homeless prevention or for moving literally homeless people into housing. F. James exclaimed that 

CANVAS loves referrals and will be following up with Betsey.  C. Williams explained that Betsey 

connects individuals to any services she can. 

 

L. Parker and F. James also mentioned that CANVAS has conducted outreach at Stewpot and Hinds 

Behavioral Health. A. Lyon clarified the coverage area of CANVAS—it does not cover Warren County, 

but Simpson instead.  

 

F. James shared contact information for CANVAS and exited the meeting. 

Success Stories: R. Glenn shared the small victory of being able to work the BNL caseload after recent 

meetings instead of everyone “getting back to you.”  

 

L. Parker mentioned that outreach occurs in every regional coalition with teams in the area. A. Lyon 

added that, beginning in March, weekly outreach will happen in Hattiesburg. Bi-weekly calls are being 

conducted with the coast to prohibit anyone from seemingly coming out of nowhere. 
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C. Williams praised B. Latham and Pam Montgomery for being a big help getting staff at Catholic 

Charities to understand HMIS.  

 

R. Glenn explained that he is pushing the BNL within coalitions. The adjustment has been a shock for 

some, but it serves well as a jumpstart. They are now seeing that more people are being served than 

originally thought. B. Latham added that the representation isn’t perfect, but the BNL is nice because 

some people do outreach but don’t enter information. R. Glenn concluded that, because of the BNL, we 

can now trust it’s happening. 

 

L. Parker then gave the example of a recent interaction with a Veteran in Aberdeen. The Vet had visited 

the hospital, was referred to MUTEH, and is now being housed. Another client success story from the 

past week involves a client who had been off the grid for a long time. The chronically homeless 

individual, once connected to the system, was housed within a matter of days. The story of a Tupelo client 

was also relayed. The client, after stating “when I was homeless,” had to pause and reflect. He felt that it 

had been a longer time than it actually had been since being homeless, because he said it “feels so good to 

be housed.” We are seeing services get to the people they’re meant for who, for whatever reason, had 

previously been unable to receive them. Those in the community who are joining outreach efforts are 

working hard, including Delphine Gaines who was witnessed doing outreach in her stilettos without 

complaint. T. Stewart added that case managers are also being sent to conduct outreach. 

 

R. Glenn and L. Parker agreed that the baby steps are paying off.  

 

MUTEH CES 101: The City of Jackson functions as first vouchers, first served. The issue lies in that 

Jackson has so many vouchers but no one is taken from the list. L. Parker explained that CES 101 

involves taking names from the list, and continued that the team is made of more than just Veteran service 

providers. There are three special populations we want to reach, including the chronically homeless. A. 

Lyon added that we’ve emerged into something different, to which R. Glenn noted that the team began by 

working with Vets and then grew to work with homeless families and the chronically homeless.  

 

Discussion of Chairperson: L. Parker made mention that the committee needs a chairperson, one person 

who directs the team. The person does not have to be present at the current meeting. The table began to 

brainstorm, and tried to think of someone in the CoC to take the position. It was then decided that the 

person needs to remain from the CES Committee so things stay streamlined. L. Parker suggested someone 

like Annie Jackson with Canopy, and stated that he can talk to her about what they’re doing for youth 

homelessness.  

 

L. Parker then shared the story of the youth in Meridian who was encountered during the PIT Count. 

Perhaps the young man didn’t want to hit the system, but he gave off every flag for trafficking. Something 

more needs to be done than what is currently being done for the homeless youth population.  

 

The end to Veterans homelessness in Mississippi is within sight. Once that is reached and approval 

attained, focus can be shifted to the 62 chronically homeless individuals across the State. After that, other 

hard-to-reach populations can be targeted. 

 

The Meyer Project is a one-and-done project. The money is on the table. L. Parker will be speaking with 

Annie Jackson about partnering. The Meyer Projects will not only offer housing to homeless youth, but 

will also provide on-site office space for MUTEH.  

 

It was suggested to step away from the discussion since there were no immediate ideas.  
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T. Stewart then posed the question of who cares about all the special populations. R. Glenn answered that 

he was not able to think of anyone, but that he’s willing to be the chairperson. A. Lyon added that R. 

Glenn has a balanced point of view concerning each population.  

 

*The note taker paused to order lunch 

 

Discussion continued concerning a committee chairperson. R. Glenn and A. Lyon mentioned Al 

Cervantes. It was determined that an Action Item will be to have nominations for a committee chairman. 

R. Glenn is on the table as a candidate. T. Stewart suggested that the vote take place immediately.  

 

L. Parker asked if anyone knows of a Veteran advocate that could be nominated, then jokingly suggested 

a certain participant at a Task Force meeting. A. Lyon proposed a representative from The Field House, 

who was rejected as well. L. Parker then recommended that someone like McFadden be nominated—

someone who is passionate about a population (but, not McFadden). A. Lyon recalled a couple in 

Hattiesburg. The husband is a Veteran, and they are involved with NAMI because of a daughter with 

mental health problems. She then stated that a person with fervor for another special population could be 

nominated, as the Veteran population has been covered. L. Parker pointed out that the committee was 

being indecisive, and M. Buckley exclaimed, “this is why we need a chair!”  

 

A. Lyon stated again that the chair should be R. Glenn. L. Parker added that he can be equipped to do 

what is needed. This will be a good way to structure meetings and get action items divided up.  

 

L. Parker then declared Reginald D. Glenn, Sr. as chairperson of the committee.  

Following this statement, L. Parker asked what Al Cervantes be asked to do (structure meetings, attend 

biweekly calls, etc.). A. Lyon stated that he needs to have a buy-in. L. Parker bragged that Cervantes 

headed up AMAP in Hattiesburg, and that the committee would benefit from his sense of humor. R. 

Glenn took the action item to aske Annie Jackson regarding the youth piece.  

 

L. Parker asserted that the committee needs to be driven to end homelessness.  

 

Permanent Housing Placement representatives were required to be on calls. After that, what ESG is able 

to house was left. A. Lyon recognized that a lot of things that were once on the calls no longer are, and 

now the calls are used for more pressing matters.  

 

R. Glenn and A. Lyon began discussing a Homeless Prevention BNL. L. Parker stated that there needs to 

be a separate BNL for HP, to which B. Latham agreed. L. Parker also suggested an HP VI-SPDAT. A. 

Lyon remembered gearing the SSVF prevention tool to ESG and asked where that is. T. Stewart did not 

have an answer. The email was located. L. Parker declared that the Governing Council needs to mandate 

the tool, and R. Glenn took on the action item. L. Parker stated that this is something that can be built, or 

HMIS could perhaps already have it. 

 

*The note taker exited to retrieve lunch 

 

Application Review: Action item to review the application to declare and end to Veteran homelessness 

was discussed. It will be submitted February 23rd. L. Parker mentioned that A. McDonald is a good editor 

and allows the writer’s voice to be kept. M. Buckley stated that he will assist in reviewing the 

application—he helped with the Pittsburgh application. L. Parker stated that everyone should share a 

piece, including Kathy Garner and Bobby Capps.  
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A. Lyon asked if either of them are working on the Policies and Procedures, and stated that they be 

reminded. T. Stewart stated that the new Policies and Procedures are being worked from the old 

document.  

 

A Google document will be used for the USICH application, and L. Parker suggested have a work session 

on Thursday, February 22nd. A. Lyon will be unable to attend as she will be in New Orleans. She will be 

attending Community Solutions. C. Williams stated that no one in Jackson responded to go.  

 

L. Parker stated that the application’s due date (February 23rd) was suggested by the committee, and it can 

be pushed back. B. Latham disagreed and stated that doesn’t need to be done. R. Glenn has not yet 

counted PIT forms, and B. Latham stated that she’s already entered 50—three of which are Veterans on 

the BNL. A. Lyon reminded the committee that the ratio needs to remain the same.  

 

L. Parker steered the discussion back the needed work session. A. Lyon suggested it be done on a call on 

Friday. It was decided that the meeting will take place on Friday, February 23rd at 10:00 a.m. L. Parker 

will be in Hattiesburg for a meeting with Annie Jackson, but will check in. L. Parker mentioned that Joe 

Savage should be sent a draft, as he will be excited it is being submitted. L. Parker also stated that he 

doesn’t know if USICH will survive the Trump administration, to which C. Williams responded to speak 

positively. She gave up negativity for Lent.  

 

L. Parker asked if PIT numbers will effect the application, seeing how the BNL is pretty thorough. T. 

Stewart stated that the application requires numbers from PIT ’15-’17, and does not require 2018.  

 

L. Parker stated that he doesn’t know how Veterans are missed unless individuals are lying or some are 

actually homeless prevention. T. Stewart stated that if they’re on the BNL, then they must be in housing 

or they can’t show up at all. The three who are showing up are chronically homeless. M. Buckley noted 

that it could be said that the Veteran was just found. A. Lyon stated that if the cut-off date is December 

31, 2017, then the new Veteran doesn’t have to be included. L. Parker also mentioned that this is a good 

example of how the system works and is growing in rural areas of the State. M. Buckley voiced that an 

explanation can be attempted, whether the reasons are accepted or not. T. Stewart reminded the table that 

there could be more who’ve not yet been reached, to which B. Latham responded that they must be 

identified and then move forward.  

 

24-Hour Access:  A. Lyon asked how we will get around 24-hour access with Veterans, and L. Parker 

stated that’s what is being discussed. L. Parker claimed that a 24-hour line should be provided. 211 was 

discussed, and L. Parker asked if that works in rural areas. C. Williams stated that it will. Organizations 

have to call and request because communities will not call. C. Williams also recalled an issue with 

FEMA. L. Parker’s concern with 211 is that people may hit the system who don’t need to hit the system.  

 

L. Parker mentioned that another option would be what Soldier On did—an answering service. B. Latham 

asked who would pay for it, to which L. Parker responded that the planning grant could pay. This service 

would be offered from 5:00 p.m.-8:00 a.m.  

 

L. Parker then asked if the SSVF marketing budget has funds for billboards. C. Williams stated that, yes, 

she has billboards for Catholic Charities.  

 

M. Buckley stated that in Massachusetts, SSVF pays for a call-line for their three counties. There’s not a 

heavy volume, and they advertise to call. 
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A. Lyon made the observation that not everyone is able to answer 24-hours a day, and that someone who 

is wanting housing can’t be immediately housed. C. Williams gave the example of having a message from 

someone calling, but had the call been routed she would have answered.  

 

A. Lyon stated that it could be more complicated for the BoS. L. Parker then reminded everyone that not 

everyone used CES in the past either, but now everyone goes through it. He then stated that everyone who 

calls from 5:00 p.m.-8:00 a.m. can be redirected to Soldier On’s SSVF.  

 

M. Buckley will forward their Policies and Procedures. Nothing addresses that specifically. He continued 

that most things happen in person during business hours, and then after 5:00 p.m. the call-line kicks in.  

 

L. Parker mentioned that the calls could just be forwarded to Allen Tisdale’s phone, to which T. Stewart 

responded that extensions could be placed on anyone’s phones. L. Parker continued that callers can leave 

voicemails, and Allen Tisdale can call back if they’re actually homeless.  

 

C. Williams then stated that 211 isn’t 24-hours. L. Parker again stated that after 5:00 p.m., calls could be 

forwarded to Allen Tisdale. He stated that it can even be a 24-hour thing—going through 960. Oak Arbor 

and Catholic Charities could have something as well.  

 

R. Glenn then asked if there should be an emergency access number assigned across the State. T. Stewart 

stated that it could give more of an explanation to callers. L. Parker suggested that the callers be assured 

the VA will be told, and that should cover the marketing piece (crisis line).  

 

C. Williams discussed her billboards in Clinton, Raymond, Lake Harbor, and Greenville. She stated that 

they got a deal, and she will let L. Parker know about it.  

 

M. Buckley stated that he will send what is in Massachusetts’s report.  

 

Special Populations: B. Latham stated that she needs to know who is being talked to about special 

populations. There are lists that aren’t being followed up with. R. Glenn mentioned that ASC has a BNL 

for the HIV+ population. A. Lyon asked what’s being talked about now regarding barriers to CES.  

 

L. Parker would argue that the same is being done for the DV population as well. B. Latham insisted that 

there must be access to non-victim providers for victims. R. Glenn stated that the DV population wants 

anonymity, so it shouldn’t happen often. It’s better to go along with their programs.  

 

L. Parker suggested connecting with a hotline. We can be set up as a safety net. Through the DV 

coalition, referrals can be made back and forth. B. Latham asked if that needs to be added to the Policies 

and Procedures, to which L. Parker answered yes. He will be asking Leslie.  

 

Prescreening Tool: A. Lyon continued the conversation on Homeless Prevention having their own BNL, 

and asked if there’s no way to run that yet. B. Latham stated that there isn’t. L. Parker added that with no 

move-in date, it makes it difficult. B. Latham stated that it has to run through Central Intake. L. Parker 

stated that a lot are out because of a court-ordered eviction. T. Stewart stated that SSVF doesn’t require a 

court order, to which L. Parker stated that we can require it. If it is not required, there will be an overflow. 

C. Williams observed that it will be tricky. Some people will be behind rent for three months, but 

landlords have allowed them to stay. Court orders aren’t done, but only eviction notices.  

 

M. Buckley shared that he’s had a hard time in Mississippi with court evictions compared to other states. 

It is not as strict here, and Mississippi leans toward the landlord. If it ends up in court, there’s a very small 
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window to pay. C. Williams explained the process: rent is due on the 5th, late on the 6th, ordered on the 

10th, must be paid by the 28th. An entire month has passed for the process to take place.  

 

B. Latham then asked if the system could have a dropdown menu with options.  

 

C. Williams added that court orders also don’t happen because the renters don’t have power.  

 

L. Parker stated that the court should and can mandate them to leave. A. Lyon asked if this changes how 

the program runs. L. Parker responded that court ordered evictions could solve problems with those who 

shouldn’t have been prioritized.  

 

B. Latham stated that there needs to be a screening tool across all programs. A. Lyon responded that there 

needs to be a special one for SSVF, and B. Latham stated that there needs to be one for ESG then. L. 

Parker added that it will still be required for them to go through channels. A. Lyon then asked what does 

it mean differently in regards to how she enters information, to which L. Parker answered that it shouldn’t 

affect much. He also stated that we should now be spending more on Veteran homeless prevention 

because of the Vet number.  

 

Homeless Prevention BNL: B. Latham ascertained that a homeless prevention list has to be made, and it 

still needs to go in Central Intake. A. Lyon stated that Oak Arbor only puts people in HMIS if they work 

with them, and that they are put in RRH, CI, and then in placement. B. Latham stated that people need to 

be put into Central Intake before being put into program. A. Lyon asked if that’s with everyone and not 

only Vets, to which B. Latham responded yes.  

 

B. Latham then sated that this is why a screening tool is needed across the board. A. Lyon stated that Oak 

Arbor is still putting everything in a Google document. L. Parker suggested that the pre-screening tool 

should have no more than five fields. He then stated that at the end of the year, a Central Intake report 

should be run. This can be given to the State legislature and they can then observe all the issues that are 

out there. T. Stewart then stated that we go by HUD’s definition of homelessness, and if they’re not on 

that then they don’t get on the list. A. Lyon clarified then that all SSVF people would be on the list, but 

not everyone on the list is SSVF, because everyone goes into HMIS. L. Parker then suggested a new 

category of screened but not served, to which A. Lyon added would include those who are self-resolved.  

 

M. Buckley asked if HUD’s SSVF definition of homelessness is stricter, to which L. Parker answered no. 

HUD allows a definition of homelessness if it’s been mandated for an individual to leave their home.  

L. Parker then mentioned a Notre Dame study of the City of Chicago. They randomly selected a top tier 

evaluation of Chicago’s peer program, no priority. Some were served, and some weren’t. A. Lyon asked 

how that passed an ethics code. L. Parker answered that he didn’t know, and that it would be especially 

bad for the HIV/AIDS population. The numbers came from shelters. It was found that people who didn’t 

receive homeless prevention but still hit shelters were less than 2%.  

 

From this, L. Parker concluded that homeless prevention is not a good tool, it’s only good in fighting 

poverty.  

 

L. Parker stated that a Homeless Prevention BNL will differ by population, and will be looser with 

Veterans. If housing is in-risk of eviction, it will be based on that.  

 

Next Meeting: B. Latham stated that once the Policies and Procedures are finished, all funders can be 

required to be at meetings for trainings. L. Parker mentioned that we have a connection at the Muse 

Center, but need to check dates.  
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L. Parker then asked when the next meeting needs to be, how often meetings need to be held, and what 

the agenda will look like.  

 

L. Parker will be talking to Annie Jackson and Al Cervantes. He then stated that this needs to be ready for 

June. R. Glenn pointed out that Governing Council is taking place May 31st.  

 

L. Parker then began discussing dates for the next CES meeting of those already present. Fridays work 

best. R. Glenn suggested April 6th or 20th. M. Buckley stated that he should be good either day. L. Parker 

established April 6th as the next CES meeting.  

 

The USICH work session will be held over Zoom next Friday at 10:00 a.m. L. Parker also mentioned that 

focused calls could be held for different populations. L. Parker encouraged everyone that things are going 

to good places, and then brought up the Rapid Rehousing Institute and what the theme should be. RRI is 

for the BoS, but anyone from other CoC’s are allowed to attend as well. June 7th is the annual meeting.  

 

R. Glenn would also like to tack on a training regarding Sex Trafficking during that time.  

 

L. Parker stated he would like to have Sandy Middleton and Ben Mokry come in. There are agencies who 

need all these training, and L. Parker would like to invite Collaborative Solutions in Alabama to join as 

well. L. Parker then suggested having awards at the BoS. Glass trophies could be given.  

 

C. Williams then asked with PIT will be complete, to with B. Latham responded that it will be before the 

end of April.  

 

Action Items: L. Parker will speak with mayors, Leslie and DV people, Kathy, and Bobby. The USICH 

application is located in Google documents. R. Glenn will speak with ESG people in order to edit/test an 

HP screening tool. L. Parker added that this needs to be done before the end of February so it can be 

tested in March and ready for the April meeting. L. Parker also mentioned the MUTEH 24-hour access 

hotline with the VA again.  

 

B. Latham is using AWARDS to pull information, and things are more functional for use now. It takes 

only the click of a button to run a report. Pam Montgomery is using Central Intake to run a trial.  

 

R. Glenn reminded everyone to make sure people know they have to have a Gmail account to access 

Google documents. Training pieces need to be updated as well since Webex is now dead. 

 

Meeting adjourned at 1:05 p.m. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


